Indoor lessons
Red DCSG PE T-shirt

Outdoor lessons
Red DCSG PE T-shirt

Swimming lessons
Swim suit

Black DCSG shorts or skort

Black DCSG shorts or skort

Rash vest (optional)

Short white socks

Short white socks or hooped long socks

Goggles

Training shoes

Training shoes or boots

Towel

Water bottle

Hat

Suncream

Water bottle

Water bottle

Additions:
Gum shields are required for contact rugby
Shin pads are required for football
Long hair (Boys or Girls) must be tied back for all activities
Jewellery and Watches must not be worn for PE and must be removed prior to the start of the
lesson
Students may bring a towel to shower after lessons

Kit policy
It is an expectation that each student will arrive to every lesson correctly equipped and ready to
participate. Students who are ill or injured must provide a note or parental email explaining the
nature of their incapacitation and ask to be excused. They should still bring PE kit and change
into this as appropriate. They may be asked to participate in the lesson in a variety of different
ways depending on their ailment:




As a normal participant but to a lesser intensity than is usually expected (illness/injury
dependent)
As a peer teacher / coach / referee assisting with a small group of performers
As an assistant to the PE teacher in the set-up of lessons

Missing Kit
In the event of a student not bringing kit, the following outlines the stages of dealing with this
issue:
1. Students are given clear instruction as to kit requirements for activities and have
explanation of this process at start of year (details to be posted on PE firefly page)
2. Student failing to bring every aspect of correct kit receives a mark in register and is spoken
to by class teacher

NB student should attempt to borrow kit (in exchange for lanyard) from PE office and
should return it at the end of lesson
3. Student receiving 2 x kit marks will have this recorded on SIMS and contribute to their
behaviour profile
4. Student subsequently forgets kit or is wrongly equipped; class teacher refers student to
Mrs. Carley as a cause for concern. Mrs. Carley will then contact parents by email to create
an action plan
5.

